
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Press release  
 
 
We are pleased to present you the new kleinbasel by Tanja Klein Autumn/Winter Collection 2017/18 for women and men! 
 

"Sensorium" 
 
The label kleinbasel by Tanja Klein has a sense of timeliness and modernity. It combines casual silhouettes with impressive 
prints and high-quality fabrics. Must-Haves include jackets, coats and cool reinterpretations of unisex rucksacks. Women 
and men are delighted: the styles live and experience with the wearer the urban everyday life. 
 
The new collection invites you to experience new horizons of perception through skilful editing, high-quality materials, 
new colors and designs. The patterns are graphic or floral. Light and casual is the look, attracted, but relaxed. The styles, 
the materials are high-quality and cool, straightforward and un-energized. A predominantly muted color palette becomes 
the background for expressive accent tones and creates possibilities to make the look always appear new and unique. 
 
 

Bags and leather accessories 
  

The pocket collection is therefore matched colorfully to the collection of clothes. Differently combined, it gives every outfit 
and every wearer its individual touch and covers a wide range of needs. Among the various shopper models, "dead" and 
"Elina" stand out, which show wonderfully that processing without food means no renunciation. The model "Angolo" is 
available in two sizes and is suitable both day and night as a wonderful companion. The expansion of the backpack line, 
which has found its origin as a companion for men, is also highly sought after by the women's world. The new shoulder bag 
"Elle" and the clutch "Amy Bag" impress with a clear form language and a wink: kleinbasel by Tanja Klein has remained 
true to the implementation of everyday objects in chic leather accessories. 
 
Decent, but not without effect: Dresses and bags as well as accessories spice up the autumn and cold winter days the 
outfits and leave the sun shining. 
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